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The Unifying Theory of Everything

Imagine that there was a principle or rule that held together the complete
structure of the universe. Imagine if this theory provided for the rule of law by
which all aspects of physical reality could be explained. 

This rule has been elusive. 

And why is that? 

The answer is quite simple. Your universe is unique to you. The universes in
which all other life forms exist is unique to them. Your perception of reality is
based on the vibration you emit. That vibration is unique, not just in the present
moment but also in all past moments and the all future moments. 

The moment that exists right now for you is unique to you and therefore your
experience is always and forever unique.

The Laws of the Universe are constant, but since perception is an individual
thing, those laws are perceived differently by each who experiences.

You are an experiencer of your reality as well as the creator of it. You choose
your experience.

You are actually in full control of that experience, as is everyone else. You might
seem to drift along without much control in a malicious environment created out of
chaos, but actually you are the God-energy of your reality.

You are always choosing your experience whether you realize it or not. It’s simply
that you have never been taught how to consciously choose your experience of
reality.

You have not been given the information that would allow you to perceive your
reality from a higher perspective.

You have not been shown how to tune into streams of thought that resonate with
Source energy and love.

In fact, by the sheer weight and magnitude of your limiting beliefs, you are often
choosing to dip into fearful and lack-based streams of consciousness.

If you knew the unifying theory of everything, you would choose your creation
more deliberately.

Physical reality is nothing more than a platform that allows for a unique journey of
self-discovery.
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You are an aspect of Source and cannot be separated from Source. 

You are eternal and cannot not exist. 

You are an attractive, love-based being living in a reality based on the Law of
Attraction, therefore loss is not possible. 

You are on an expansive journey of exploration and you expand through every
experience. 

Your goal of expansion is achieved in each and every moment. 

You are in complete control of your exploration and since there is nothing left but
to discover more about yourself as an aspect of Source, you are forever on your
wonderful journey of self-exploration.

You chose to come to this reality and conduct your exploration. You very much
wanted to be here in this time of awakening.

You set powerful intentions prior to your birth and you knew the rules of the game.
You intended to explore the subjects of love and acceptance, not fear and control.

You intended to explore true freedom and abundance, not limitation and lack. And
you intended to expand in joy, not in suffering.

Your pre-birth intentions will come forth as long as you allow them to. It’s
completely up to you.

The system of physical reality is based on this exploration you are conducting and
so you are always provided with everything you need to explore whatever you
choose to explore.

What are you exploring now?

Does that exploration align with the intentions you set prior to your birth? If so,
wonderful. If not, you can now make a change.

You can radically change your entire approach to life in order to explore who you
truly are rather than exploring who you are not.

Who you truly are is a limitless and magnicent being of pure positive love.

Who you are not is a limited being of fear and control.

Which version of you have you been exploring thus far?

Which version would you like to explore now?

If you wish for things to be different than they are, you are exploring who you are
not. You are assuming that there is some force outside yourself dictating what you
may experience.
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This is the basis of all explorations around limitation and lack. 

You don’t realize that you are the creator and so you cast yourself as the victim. 

The creator accepts responsibility for all they have created. They do not take it
personally, because they understand their inherent worthiness. 

They realize that the conditions are simply a reection of their vibration. They
do not try to control or change the outside conditions. 

They do not seek to feel better in the conditions. Nor do they use the conditions
as an excuse to feel bad. Instead, they go within and they alter their set of
beliefs. 

They do not simply accept their beliefs as true or false. They dene them as
either limiting or empowering. They reduce the intensity of their limiting beliefs
through analysis and process them by proving them to be false.

In the exploration of who you are, the universe will fully support you through the
use of inspiring thoughts and ideas.

You will be guided on each step of your unique journey to explore who you truly
are. You will come to understand the magnicent and limitless nature of your
being.

You will be engaged and receive satisfying experiences. Your unique talents
and attributes will emerge.

You will become condent and courageous. You will no longer be limited by
irrational fear.

You will exist more and more in the state of bliss. Your passions and soul’s
purpose will be revealed to you. You will be living the life you intended to live.

This is the effective approach to life and it is exhilarating. You can only adopt
this radically new approach to life by doing something radical.

You must radically alter your perspective on the subject of bad and wrong. 

The unifying theory of everything is the idea that every single aspect of physical
reality is right as it is. There is no wrong anywhere in the universe.

The idea of something being bad or wrong comes from a fear-based place of
judgment.

Judgments are derived from beliefs. If you judge something to be good, you do
so because you possess an empowering belief that causes you to perceive the
subject as good.

If you perceive that something is bad or wrong, the perception is created by the
existence of a limiting belief. Without the limiting belief you could not perceive
the subject as wrong. Therefore, everything is actually right.

.
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Without the existence of limiting beliefs, there could be no wrong and so to live
the life you intended to live, your work is to process and reduce the intensity of
your own self-created limiting beliefs.

Wrong is an illusion.

A limiting belief causes the illusion.

Your negative emotion is your indication of a limiting belief. The negative
emotion is your sign that you have dipped into a limited perspective on this
subject.

The limiting belief causes you to perceive the subject as wrong and fear pops up
as a response. This fear is part of your survival instinct, and it causes you to tap
into a stream of consciousness based in fear.

When you immerse yourself in that stream, you will attract urges to change the
conditions. If you act on an urge, you become the victim of your reality rather
than the creator of your reality and so your approach to life is now that of the
victim who wishes that things were different.

If you can reach a higher perspective on the subject, you will feel a bit of relief
and gain clarity.

You will regain your alignment with the intentions you set prior to your birth and
you will once again become the conscious creator of your reality.

You will step back onto your inspired path to discover who you truly are by
nding a way to see the subject of your fear as right and accept it as it is.

ou are either exploring who you truly are or who you are not. Either exploration
is valid, because it’s expansive.

However, the exploration of who you are not is in direct conict with the
intentions you set prior to your birth and so you will exist in fear, doubt and
confusion.

Are you experiencing this now?

Then all you must do is realize that your approach of fear and control cannot
work in a reality where the unifying truth of everything is love, acceptance and
the absence of wrong.

Adopt this new approach to life and you will quickly and easily regain your
alignment with who you truly are and you’ll return to the exploration of your true
self.

With our love,
We are Joshua
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